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Sword Art Online Progressive Volume 3 (ã‚½ãƒ¼ãƒ‰ã‚¢ãƒ¼ãƒˆãƒ»ã‚ªãƒ³ãƒ©ã‚¤ãƒ³ ãƒ—ãƒã‚°ãƒ¬ãƒƒã‚·ãƒ– , SÅ•do
Ä€to Onrain Puroguresshibu ) is the third installment in the "Progressive" series, a reboot of the original Sword Art
Online light novel series written by Kawahara Reki.

The first volume was published in print on April 10, , [9] and 20 volumes have been published as of
September 8, The Alicization story arc was covered by volumes 9 through 18, while volumes 19 and 20 told a
side story called Moon Cradle. Kawahara plans on writing "one more big arc" called Sword Art Online: Unital
Ring that will go "back to the real world. The first volume of Progressive was released on October 10, , [12]
and four volumes have been released as of December 10, Ordinal Scale written by Kawahara, titled Hopeful
Chant, was released to people who watched the film in Japan during March 4â€”10, Progressive series, which
is scheduled for release in The first volume of Sword Art Online. The first volume of Fairy Dance was
released on October 27, ; [28] the third volume was released on June 27, A seventh manga, titled Sword Art
Online: The special recapped the previously aired anime series and included some new footage. These were
collected into two compilation albums: Sword Art Online Song Collection, which included character songs
released in the season one volumes, was released on August 27, , [85] while Sword Art Online Song
Collection II, which included character songs released in the season two volumes, was released on March 22,
Hollow Fragment takes place in the same alternative storyline as Sword Art Online: Infinity Moment, [93] and
it includes all content of "Floor Clearing" from that previous game [94] with the addition of new unexplored
"Hollow Area" of Aincrad. A third video game developed by Artdink [98] and titled Sword Art Online: Lost
Song was released in Japan on March 26, [99] on the PlayStation 3 and Vita platforms, [] [] with an English
version being released in Asia. End World was released for Japanese feature phones and smartphones on
February 28, [] [] with more than 1 million registered users. Code Register launched in , and over 3,, users
have downloaded the game. Progress Link designed for the Mobage browser game platform on smartphones
was released on February 10, Memory Defrag for Android and iOS. Fighting Climax , a fighting game by
Sega featuring various characters from works published under the Dengeki Bunko imprint. Millennium
Twilight was announced in October Featuring content from the anime series, Ordinal Scale, and some original
shorts written for event characters, players are allowed to play solo and progress through the story, or join up
with others online to farm special items, equipment, and materials. Players have the choice of spending real
money to speed-up their progress. Deep Explorer , an exploration action RPG that supports up to three players
in online co-op and it is the first arcade game in the Sword Art Online series. It will launch in Japanese
arcades in spring
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The group reached the Labyrinth and, within an hour and a half afterwards, they reached the boss room. Part
13 Edit Diavel received a deadly 3-hit combo from the boss and dies in front of Kirito. Kirito was soon
followed by Asuna, who met up with him to show her gratitude, as well as to relay two worded messages from
Agil and Kibaou. After parting with Asuna once again, he later received a message from Argo about his
infamous speech and tries to compensate him for the trouble she caused; by allowing a onetime free offer of
any information, Kirito mischievously replied by asking for the meaning of her painted whiskers. Afterwards,
he approached the main city of the 2nd Floor: While hiding from the players entering through the gate, he saw
Argo running from some guys. Kirito decided to follow them and, after catching up with them, identified that
the players were part of a guild from the Beta test period that simulated being ninjas. After tailing them to an
area outside of the Anti-Criminal Code Effect Area and noticing that the two were trying to force information
out of Argo, Kirito stepped in. After a short conversation, during which the two "ninjas" mistook Kirito as a
member of rivaling guild, a monster attacked the two ninjas, forcing them to run off. Argo thanked Kirito and
he told her that he wanted to know the reason behind her whiskers. She instead decided to give him
information on the extra skill hidden on that floor. She took him to a hut in the mountains of the 2nd Floor,
where an NPC was waiting for a disciple. Kirito accepted the quest, and, after the NPC took him out of the hut
and told him that he had to break an indestructible-looking rock with just his palms, the NPC painted his face,
telling him that he would not be able to take off the paint until he breaks the rock. That is when Kirito realized
that Argo had tried to do the quest during the Beta period, but had not able to clear it, thus she kept the
whiskers. Kirito then asked Argo whether his paint was similar to hers, hoping that if it was not noticeable or
looked cool, he could still have a choice of returning to his daily life with it. Rondo of a Fragile Blade This
Section is missing some information. You can help by adopting it and adding the missing information. Chapter
Synopsis This Section is open for adoption. Part 1 Edit Upon clearing the 1st Floor, Kirito went on the run as
the first person ever to be called a Beater. He arrived at the market place to see one particular person
complaining about a failed upgrade on his sword. He later found Asuna, who also wanted to upgrade her
rapier, so Kirito accepted the challenge to help her collect the materials needed to enhance it. Part 2 Edit
Asuna took Kirito to hunt Windwasps. Since they needed to kill of them, she challenged Kirito to see who
could kill 50 of them faster. Part 3 Edit While looking for a place, Asuna selected one that Kirito knew very
well. It had the most expensive dish in the game yet, and she ordered it. After an awkward moment, they
finished eating and exited the restaurant. While walking, they noticed a new luck buff from the cake they just
ate. While thinking about what to do, Kirito decided to take Asuna to the blacksmith and try upgrading her
Wind Fleuret. Kirito and Asuna crossed their fingers and the process started, but at the last moment the Wind
Fleuret broke into a thousand polygons. Asuna was rendered speechless and Kirito asks Nezha what happened.
He explains that when the game was released a new penalty was added, Weapon Disappearance. With tears in
her eyes and an empty mind, Kirito took Asuna to a bench where he offered to buy a new rapier in another
city. Asuna declined, and he took her to an inn where he waited for her to check and enter her room. In the bar,
Nezha reunited with some friends, who congratulated him, while he informed them of the items he got that
day. Kirito managed to escape with his hiding skill, then he checked the time, and ran towards the inn in
which Asuna was staying. He abruptly entered into her room and told her to materialize all her items and gave
her instructions on how to do so. He started looking in her pile of items and at the bottom he found her Wind
Fleuret. Part 6 Edit Asuna received the Wind Fleuret as things calmed down and Kirito explained the methods
to lose a weapon, the items property and the Objectize All function in the Menu. Asuna decided to thank him,
as she was about to hit him for entering her room so abruptly, but she was happy over recovering her beloved
weapon. Part 7 Edit The next day they headed out to the field and encountered two parties formed from
members from the 1st Floor boss raid fighting a field Boss and other 3 waiting in the back. After an abrupt
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change of events, one party was in trouble and one of them, named Orlando entered the action wielding an
Anneal Blade. Part 8 Edit After the battle, the two parties returned to the town and Kirito and Asuna took the
opportunity to enter the dungeon, as a Beta Tester, Kirito knew the location of almost all the chests and, with
Asuna, they were making enough profit. However, they stopped when Kirito noticed that his appointment with
Argo was in an hour.
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From what I understand, SAO: Progressive expands on the events of the first two volumes of Sword Art Online-i.e.
Kirito's time in the virtual reality game "Sword Art Online." The original SAO series features Kirito in a variety of other
virtual reality games (starting with volume 3), which would take place after Progressive.
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Sword Art Online is a Japanese light novel series written by Reki Kawahara with accompanying illustrations drawn by
abec. The series takes place in the near-future and focuses on various virtual reality MMORPG worlds.
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